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Library Consortia

• A consortia is an association of two or more
individuals, companies, organizations or
governments (or any combination of these
entities) with the objective of participating in a
common activity or pooling their resources for
achieving a common goal.

• A library consortium is a group of two or more
libraries that have agreed to cooperate with
each other in order to fulfil certain similar
needs, usually resource sharing.



Library Consortia

• Consortia are also called as “Big Deal”

• A Big Deal “may consist of hundreds of titles—
often the publisher’s entire journals’ list—sold in
a bundled package to a consortium of libraries on
a one-price, one-size-fits-all basis,” according to
Ingenta’s Mark Rowse in 2002.

• in 1996, the Big Deal—in which publishers sell
online subscriptions to large bundles of electronic
journals—is now the principal means by which
academics access research literature



The first ‘real’ library consortium?

• In the late 1980s the first US state-wide consortium –
OhioLink–was established. It received widespread
attention as they were able to obtain additional state
funding for their cooperative work.

• A trend led by the U.S.-based OhioLink, the Ontario
Academic Research Libraries (OARL) consortium in
Canada, and the PICA group of universities in Germany
and the Netherlands.

• In Great Britain, Research Libraries UK ( RLUK ) later came
to play a similar consortial role and signed agreement for
3 years with Academic Press (1996).

.

http://www.ohiolink.edu/
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• Importantly, other publishers also saw the logic of the
consortia based subscription and rushed to introduce
their own offerings.

• Today, a growing number of library consortia around
the world had signed license agreement and are
operational, ranging from small to big, and region and
national consortia



Chronology of Indian Consortium

• COMSAC – (Consortium for Material Science and Aerospace Collection) is the first
known formal consortia initiative led by the National Aerospace Laboratory (NAL)
in 1998 for a few databases

• Forum for Resource Sharing in Astronomy and Astrophysics (FORSA)

• The first limited purpose and successful, consortia-like model can be traced to Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in 2000, which used the consortia model
offered by Springer for multi-site licensing and cross sharing of content among all
the libraries falling under TIFR’s affiliation.

• The Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) can take the credit being
the first major and formal consortium at national level to sign license to access
Elsevier journals in 2001



Chronology of Indian Consortium

• Department of Automatic Energy (DAE) formed a consortium and signed up 
with Science Direct in 2002

• Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and Technology (INDEST) 
2003

• HELINET (2003)

• UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium 2004

• Recent developments : ICAR, NML, DST, MCIT, DRDO, e-ShodhSindhu, many 
more



Consortium models in India

• Central  Funded / Government Consortium

 eShodhSindhu Consortium
 CSIR E-Journals Consortium
 MCIT Consortium
 ISRO Antariksh Gyaan Consortium
 DeLCON
 DAE Consortium
 DRDO Consortium

• Closed Consortia  and shared Budget 
 IIMs Libraries  Consortium
 IISERs Libraries Consortium

• National Consortium / Single Licensing system
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MCIT

CeRA
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And few more!!!!



















Managing the Consortia

• Access   to license materials

• Usage statistics

• Negotiation and Licensing

• Funding

• Promoting Use of E-Resources and Membership 
of the Consortium

• Copyright and IPR Issue



Access

• The access to electronic resources is IP-enabled for
member institutions (Multiple IP address, log in and
password)

• Access to entire journals with current and ten
years back file.

• Remote access via authentication: VPN, Ezproxy,
Shibboleth (Parichay by INFLIBNET), etc.



Journal Pricing

Journals prices are currently growing by 6% to 8% per year
• Some journals cost $10,000 a year or more. The most

expensive



Benefits
• Win -Win situation for both publishers and Libraries

• Publishers continue to make profit from consortium deals.

• The cost-benefits are enormous. Libraries world over have
reported gains ranging from 60-90%.

• Access to a greater number of journal titles and a stronger
negotiating position through the purchase of a greater
volume of content.

• Indian consortia are a step ahead in their negotiation skills
and have been able to secure gains up 96%.

• Smaller institutions (historically unable to afford many
journals), can have access to wide range of journals

• Researcher and author also get benefit as consortia made it
possible to expend greater potential readership.



Not everyone agrees!

“The Big deal is the best invention since sliced
bread. I agree that there was once a serial
pricing problem; I have never denied there
was a problem. But it was the Big Deal that
solved it”

Derk Haank, CEO, Springer



Publisher’s various models

• Subject collection based model

• Usage based model

• TIER system based model by various publishers

• FTE based model by various publishers

• Core & custom collection model, etc.



Governance, Operations and Management

• The structure, membership, and funding of consortia vary
largely from funding agency, participating members and
subject disciplines.

– National Steering Committee, National Advisory Committee,
Resource Selection Committee, Resource Negotiation
Committee, Review Committee and Working Groups are
responsible for Licensing, purchasing, managing electronic
resources and training.

– Various Committee monitor, evaluate and review the
consortium.

– Consortium negotiates and sign agreements on behalf of
member libraries



Usage Statistics

• Usage statistics is important to validate the library’s
investment. It provides insights into usage patterns of
journals used.

• Usage data available can be used to assess the value 
of the journals.

• ‘COUNTER’ compliant monthly, yearly or cumulative
usage / statistics and send the usage statistics of
member libraries to the agency responsible for
implementation of the consortium.

• The consortium should be given facility to extract the
data from publisher’s site



Licensing

• Consortia licensing is a legal process of acquiring
usage rights of the intellectual property governed
by the copyright laws for a community of members.

• Publishers and consortium sign license agreement
which is binding for both. The standard license
agreement addresses following clauses:

Authorized users

Restriction of commercial use

Course packs

 Electronic reserves

 Fees, Members, secure network, subscription period, usage rights , ILL
and other terms and conditions etc.



Funding
• It is desirable that the consortia device innovative

ways of generating and managing funding to
sustain its activities.

• Adequate funds must be set aside for consortium
operations and management, which includes user
education and training, development and
deployment of technology and infrastructure to
improve access to resources, etc.

• Substantial funding is also imperative to subscribe
to more e-resources, support uninterrupted
subscription, and operational cost



National E-Journal Library: All IITs, IISERs, CFIIs, CEIs under the Government of
India or even under the provincial governments across the country, which are
involved in first hand academic and research activity require to subscribe for
nationally, internationally acclaimed e-Journals/ e-resources on yearly basis
which might be costing more than a 1000 crore rupees when they are
subscribed individually by each organization. Those deprived of good funding
might be denied of these reference journals greatly required for their academic
and research purposes.

The Government of India may consider launching a national E-Journal Library for
the benefit of the whole academia across the country whether centrally funded
or funded through a local government. All the academic Institutes can have the
Institutional corporate membership under which the academia i.e. the teaching
faculty members, library professionals, research scientists, the students of
under-graduate, post-graduate, doctoral level including the private universities
and colleges can access the desired e-Journals at a very competitive rates devoid
of administrative hassles.

National e-Journal Library





Summing up

National consortium – Every Library’s Need

 It is need of the hour to have national consortium which should address the
requirement of large population irrespective of affiliation.

 The model will overcome duplicate subscription.

 Most of the publishers are in pressure of Plan S, movement for Open Access
and Authors preference to publish their papers in Peer reviewed Open
Access Journals.

 We all hope that initiate for “One nation and One subscription” will be taken
up very soon as the implication of this will save a lot of public money.

 Central Funding!

 A new journey!



Thanking you!
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